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1 The functions

This document describes the 5 MATLAB functions used to construct the finite step transition
matrix and square root error variance matrix for the state space model derived from a
VCZAR model as presented in Tunnicliffe Wilson et al. (2015). The algorithms used are
explained in the document entitled Numerical integration of the continuous time state space

model. The notation we use here to refer to the function parameters is the same as in that
document. There are five functions described below in separate sections. They are listed
here as

pnformT.m, powscalT.m, Tintspade.m, eigsort.m, Tintseig.m

Functions pnformT.m and powscalT.m form quantities which remain the same and can be
used repeatedly by Tintspade.m for different values of the time step. Function eigsort.m

similarly provides quantities for use by Tintseig.m.

Also described is the MATLAB script TransitionTest.m which compares the accuracy
and speed of different methods of computing the integrated quantities, at the same time
providing consistency checks on the methods used.

2 Function pnformT.m

The usage and help lines of the function are

[pcoef,qfactor,qrank]=pnformT(q)

forms Pade coefficients, determines the coefficients, factor and rank of

the quadratic form in the quadrature approximation to the square root

innovation variance matrix
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The input argument q is the scalar order of Padẽ approximation required and corresponds
to the order q in the algorithm document. This is set to 6 for all the applications in the
book.

The returned quantity pcoef is a vector containing the Padẽ coefficients cq k for k =
1, . . . , q.

The returned quantity qfactor is a q × q matrix with elements qfactor(k,t+1) given,
for k = 1 . . . , q and t = 0, . . . , q− 1, by the coefficients wk t in equation (25) of the algorithm
document.

The returned quantity qrank is the rank of qfactor which is in fact, invariably equal to
q in all applications.

3 powscalT.m

The usage and help lines of the function are

[TscPow,GTtscPow,scale]=powscalT(T,cholG,q)

Used in the Pade approximations of order q

obtains scaling factor for T, powers of scaled T,

and products of cholG with powers of scaled T’

The input argument T is the transition matrix T in the equation (1) of the algorithm
document.

The input argument cholG is the matrix G introduced in equation (26) of the algorithm
document as the right factor of the state model variance increment matrix V .

The returned quantity scale is a scalar used to scale T to a matrix Tsc=T/scale which
has maximum eigenvalue 0.4.

The returned quantity TscPow is an array whose elements TscPow(:,:,k), for k =
1, . . . , q are those of the scaled powers Tscal^k.

The returned quantity GTscPow is an array whose elements GTscPow(:,:,k), for k =
1, . . . , q are those of the products of cholG with the transpose of scaled powers of T,
cholG*Tscal’^k.

4 Tintspade.m

The usage and help lines of the function are

[TransMatrix, cholCov] = Tintspade(TscPow,GTtscPow,scale,cholG,h,q,pcoef,qfactor,qrank)

Returns the discrete transition matrix TransMatrix and Choleski factor cholCov of the

discrete transition error variance matrix for the integral over the interval h of the

continuous time system with rate transition matrix T and Choleski factor cholG of the

variance matrix of the Brownian disturbance.

Scaled powers of T are supplied in TScPow and products of cholG with scaled powers of

T’ in GTtscPow. These are generated from T and cholG using function powscalT.m and

need only be formed once together with the scaling factor scale for application of
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Tintspade with different values of h. A Pade approximation method is used which

requires the quantities pcoef, qfactor and qrank. These are determined using the

function pnformT.m for the given order of approximation q (recommended value q=6).

Again, these need only be formed once for the subsequent use of Tintspade with

various values of h.

The input arguments TscPow, GTtscPow, scale, cholG, q, pcoef, qfactor and qrank

are all as described above.

The input argument h is the time step over which the transition is to be integrated. In
the algorithmic document this is represented by r; h is used as the variable of integration
with upper limit r.

The returned quantity TransMatrix is a matrix corresponding to the finite step transition
matrix M in equation (2) of the algorithmic document.

The returned quantity cholCov is the Choleski factor H of the finite step error variance
matrix W which is given in equation (4) of the algorithmic document.

5 eigsort.m

The usage and help lines of the function are

[V,E,d,QVit,stab,eqcrit]=eigsort(A,Q)

calculates eigen quantities needed for state prediction

when eigenvalues of the transition matrix A are unequal.

Q is the right factor of the variance matrix of the state disturbance.

The returned quantity V is the matrix of eigenvectors of A and d the

vector of eigenvalues, with columns of V and elements of d sorted

for increasing real part of the elements of d.

The input argument A is the transition matrix corresponding to T in equation (1) of the
algorithmic document.

The input argument Q is the matrix G introduced in equation (26) of the algorithm
document as the right factor of the state model variance increment matrix V .

Note that these argument names differ from those used in powscalT.m above for the
same quantities.

The returned quantities V and d are the matrix of eigenvectors and vector of eigenvalues
of T . The columns of V are sorted for increasing real part of the elements of d. Thus A*V =

V*D where D has diagonal d and V corresponds to L, D to D in equation (32) of the algorithmic
document.

The returned quantity E is a matrix with elements E(i,j)=d(i)+conj(d(j)). Note that
it is related to, but does not correspond precisely to E in equation (34) of the algorithmic
document.

The returned quantity QVit (the name representing Q times V inverse transpose) is given
by QVit=Q/V’
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6 Tintseig.m

The usage and help lines of the function are

[TransMatrix, cholCov] = Tintseig(V ,E, d, QVit, h)

Returns the discrete transition matrix TransMatrix and Choleski factor cholCov of the

discrete transition error variance matrix for the integral over the interval h of a

continuous time system using a diagonalized state representation specified by the

function arguments.

The input arguments V, E, d and QVit are described in the previous section.

The input argument h is the time step over which the transition is to be integrated. In
the algorithmic document this is represented by r; h is used as the variable of integration
with upper limit r.

The returned quantity TransMatrix is a matrix corresponding to the finite step transition
matrix M in equation (2) of the algorithmic document.

The returned quantity cholCov is the Choleski factor H of the finite step error variance
matrix W which is given in equation (4) of the algorithmic document.

7 TransitionTest.m

This script provides the comparisons given in section 4 of the algorithmic document. It
requires no input data as the test model orders and coefficients are specified in the script. The
model is transformed to a state space representation with T corresponding to the transition
matrix T and Gs to the right factor G of the state model variance increment matrix V .
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